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“DEDICATED TO THE ELEGANCE OF SIMPLICITY. TASTE,

DRINK, ENJOY AND HAVE FUN!” 

- SEAN O'CALLAGHAN, WINEMAKER

' Il Guercio' 2018

96 Points Chianti

Classico 2018

'Uno' 2017

Rosato 2019



Sean O’Callaghan is a passionate, obsessed and

intensely faithful producer of Sangiovese. He sees

the same potential in it as in Nebbiolo or Pinot Noir,

and this Chianti Classico is as exquisite as the top

wines made from those other noble grapes.

Intriguing perfume, both elegant and spicy. The

flavours, though pure and brilliant, are somewhat

overshadowed by the structure and texture. It is so

seamless, with such expert tailoring that it glides,

soars even, over the palate. Very fine. DECANTER

The wine estate "Tenuta di Carleone" was founded

in 2012 by the Austrian entrepreneur Karl Egger and

his family. The estate covers 100 hectares,consisting

of wooded hills, idyllic little rivers and fertile

plateaus, has about 20 hectares of vineyards. Its

oenologist is none other thanthat Sean

O'Callaghan, wine producer at Riecine for many

years. Il Guercio, "one-eyed rascal" as the Italo-

Scotchman is also called by his friends, is a truly

passionate quality fanatic. He works exclusively

according to organic, biodynamic principles. Pure

yeast and fining agents are a taboo in his cellar.

Chianti Classico 2018 
96 POINTS, DECANTER 
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The 2018 Il Guercio is another striking

wine in this range. A dollop of whole

clusters brings out a very pretty upper

register of Alpine herbs, rose, petal

and mint to play off pristine

Sangiovese fruit. Exquisite and

ethereal, Il Guercio pushes the

boundaries of Chianti Classico (the

region). It is a beautiful, captivating

wine full of personality and soul. 93

POINTS, ANTONIO GALLONI 

This is a compelling set of new

releases from Tenuta di Carleone.

Sean O’Callaghan, known as “Il

Guercio” (the one-eyed rascal) makes

wines that are incredibly thought

provoking and alluring as they show

an entirely new side of what Chianti

Classico (the region) can be.

International varieties, whole clusters,

and a generally low-intervention

approach in the cellar inform these

unique reds. 

'Il Guercio' 2018
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The 2017 Uno (Sangiovese) is racy, ripe and

sensual. High-toned aromatics and silky tannins

add to its considerable appeal. In terms of its

personality, Uno reminds me of a Soldera Brunello.

If Gianfranco Soldera had made a Chianti

Classico in Radda, it would taste like this. The 2017

is a deeply intriguing wine. I hope to be able to

taste it with bottle age. 92+ POINTS, ANTONIO 

 GALLONI 

The rhythm, the freshness and the iridescent flavor

of black cherry and bergamot, lavender, myrtle

and fennel of the Uno 2017 bewitches almost as

much as the now legendary 2016 edition and so

does the 2017 Chianti Classico with sharp and

spicy fruit without sagging and excesses,

blueberry, strawberry, ripe cherry, lavender and

touches of black pepper with a nervous but very 

 luxiourious sip. INTRAVINO 

Tenuta di Carleone, "Uno", Toscana IGTis an

exquisite red dry wine that perfectly reflects the

exceptional characteristics of the Tuscan terroir

and the soul of Tenuta di Carleone. It is made from

selected Sangiovese grapes, harvested by hand

from all vineyards of the estate. The vineyards are

cultivated with an emphasis on organic and

biodynamic farming principles. The harvested

grapes are gently pressed and fermented in open

cement containers. Maceration lasts 40 to 60

days. Then the wine is aged on the lees for 18

months in new tons (10%), cement and steel vats

(90%). 

'Uno' 2017
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Tenuta di Carleone is a small winery in

the heart of the Chianti region, named

after the village of Castiglioni, which

was first mentioned in 1078, when it was

founded by the monks of Badia a

Coltibuono. 

Austrian entrepreneur Karl Egger and

his family have been visiting Tuscany for

decades. They liked a small picturesque

corner near the medieval town of

Radda in Chianti between Siena and

Florence, where they founded a winery

in 2012. The entire property, covering

an area of about 100 hectares, is

composed of wooded hills, small rivers

and fertile plains. Between them are

about 20 hectares of vineyards, mainly

planted with Sangiovese vines, and

more than 10 hectares of olive groves,

some of which are over 60 years old. 

Egger brought in his friend and

distinguished winemaker, "Il Guercio"

O'Callaghan (the one-eyed villain), to

help build a small artisan winery. The

vineyards use organic and biodynamic

methods. The main goal of the

company is the production of pure and

natural products. Nothing is added to

wine, grappa or olive oils during the

manufacturing process, and no artificial

yeast or clarifying agents are

used.More: 

Many people mistakenly still associate

Chianti Classico with being a light and

characterless wine that came in the

traditional wicker basket. This wicker

basket by the way is called a fiasco in

Italian - an apt description of the juice

contained therein. Going even further

back, they used to seal the wine with

olive oil rather than cork. 

More recently though, Chianti was such

a volatile proposition because of its

appellation laws, the most ludicrous

stipulating that a certain amount of

white grapes must be used in the blend.

(These archaic and inappropriate laws

were partly what fuelled the Super

Tuscan movement - but that is for

another day). 

Eventually, responding to pressure from

ever-increasingly exasperated

producers, the consorzio put in place

new production laws to guarantee

quality for the consumer. Chianti

Classico has also implemented 'zonation'

and now the terroir-led characteristics

for the various villages have come to the

fore, moving CC away from the old

Rioja-style homogeneous production,

toward a more nuanced Burgundian

vineyard-based system. 

Tenuta di Carleone: Chianti
Origin Producer
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Chianti Classico is one of the last

bastions of value in the world of fine

wine. The regulations and improvement

that have been implemented this

century have represented a quantum

leap forward.

Like all fine wines, site and terroir is very

important. There are 9 villages within

the Classico zone that have their own

character (e.g. TDC is Radda).. Chianti

(no classico) is made according to less

strict regulations and outside these 6

villages.

The classification is easy. Standard

Classico requires 12 months oak age,

Riserva requires 24 and Gran

Seleziones requires 30 months of aging,

estate grown fruit and is subject to

approval by a tasting panel (what could

possibly go wrong there in Italy?). This

tier debuted in 2010 and has been

controversial, but is starting to find its

way now.

Barolo is a headline grabber in Italian

wine. Perhaps Chianti Classico's good

value comes from the fact that Brunello

vies with Barolo for Italy's most

celebrated expression and Chianti

Classico plays Sangiovese's second

fiddle. Whatever the reason, nothing

lasts forever. Enjoy the opportunity to

buy fine, terroir-led wines while you

can.

Chianti is the region within Tuscany.

Classico refers to the original, ancient

area upon where production centred.

Ever notice the black cockeral of the

bottle? Well! Florence and Siena were

fueding over boundaries. They agreed to

decide by each sending out a horseman

at the crack of dawn, wherever they met

would be the territorial boundary. To

wake their horseman, the Sienans used a

fat white cockeral. The Florentines on the

other hand, starved a black rooster and

used it. It was so hungry, it woke early

and Florence got the lions share of the

territory.

Chianti Classico must be a minimum 80%

Sangiovese, the most contain more than

that and many are 100% Sangiovese is

marked by it's drying, dusty tannins,

making it an excellent food wine, as

these tannin seem to clear up the palate.

High acid and tannins make it great for

aging and their is a huge spectrum of

tastes and flavours, but as mentioned

already, it is NOT the insipid drink of

yesteryear.

Brunello is the famous 100% expression of

Sangiovese produced in the town of

Montalcino. The wine sees a minimum of

4 years of aging before release and

Brunelli are some of the most sought

after and expensive wines in the world.

Chianti Classico Explainer
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